WEED TWISTER

™

Using the Weed Twister™ is easy as 1-2-3.

towards the center of
the root. For low profile weeds, such as
dandelions, place coil
directly atop plant.

2. Twist the coil

into the soil. Apply
pressure as needed,
based on soil condition.
Moisten soil if dry.

3. Lift the Weed

Twister™ when roots are
loosened. Several weeds
may be collected before
discarding.

1. Point
2. Twist
3. Lift

1. Point the coil
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WEED TWISTER

"The wonder tool for weeds!"
Take the work out of weeding

•

No need to pound or dig the soil - just twist

•

No need to stoop down to pick up weeds

•

No strain on your back and knees

•

Easy reach into narrow corners or beneath shrubs

•

Even deep roots cannot escape the Weed Twister™

•

Lawns love the gentle action of the coiled tines

•

Built to last with no moving parts

•

Satisfaction guaranteed
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The WEED TWISTER™ may not be the only weeder you’ll use in your garden,
but we believe it will soon become your favorite weeder, because of its simple
and efficient design. When you just don’t feel like stooping down, or when
the target is in the middle of a flower bed or lawn, the WEED TWISTER™ will
automatically be your ready weapon against the green invaders.
If you have a problem with crab grass or other weeds with networked roots,
you’ll soon discover that nothing gets at those roots better than the WEED
TWISTER™! Once you’ve tried it on your most stubborn green enemies, you’ll
understand why we call it the Wonder Tool for Weeds™.
And, of course the WEED TWISTER™ is ergonomically safe when compared
against chemical alternatives. Naturally, it’s from Ergonica™.
WEED TWISTER™ Guarantee:
If, for any reason, you are not satisfied with the WEED TWISTER™, you may return it to the
manufacturer within 30 days of purchase for a full refund of the purchase price as verified by
the original receipt. No other warrantee or assurance is implied or expressed.
U.S. Patent No. 5,441,118
WEED TWISTER™

Ergonica
1107 Fair Oaks Ave # 887
South Pasadena, CA 91030

Visit the Ergonica web site
www.Ergonica.com to find out about
other products and promotional offers.

ERGONICA TURBO WEED TWISTER- MORE POWER-SPEED-EASE
Let your drill do the twisting – muscles optional – chemicals obsolete!
Can you control a tornado in your hands?
Faster - more powerful than a weed whacker to remove entire plants and roots! Can you control a tornado in your hands? Need
a tool to Remove a Lawn for Lawn Conversion? Take back control over your garden and property with one of the most powerful
and efficient weed removers ever invented! A new time-saver for landscape professionals, native land conservators and organic
farmers! Don’t just whack them, extract them!
With the unique Sleeve Grip and other engineering advances, drill weeding, weed whackers and weed augers design has now
been elevated to a new level of technology - allowing for longer shafts, improved precision and higher ergonomic standards.
Naturally, it's from Ergonica!

Special Features
In addition to the unique patented double coils featured in other Ergonica Weed Twister models, this tool includes a 1/2-inch drill bit and a
special foam rubber Sleeve Grip on a 36-inch or 42-inch shaft. The Sleeve Grip allows you to focus the direction of the twisting action with
precision and ease, and gives you added leverage for pushing into the soil and lifting up the tool with roots and all for easy disposal. Entire
unit weighs only 1 lb – 6-8 oz, making it possible to clear large areas with little fatigue. The added weight of your drill can be balanced
comfortably with the Sleeve Grip or with an optional horizontal grip that comes with many heavy-duty professional drills. Taller people (5'
10" or more) may work more comfortably with the 42" model. Compared with weed augers and hoes, this unique tool quickly twists out
more roots while disturbing less soil to better accommodate the needs of organic farming and sustainable garden practices.

. Ergonica
1107 Fair Oaks Ave # 887
South Pasadena, CA 91030
Connect to www.ergonica.com
products1@ergonica.com
323-441-9797
Weeds-R-Gone with ErGONica!
For a Greener America and a Happier Smile...
Say ErGONica!

